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RIFF TABLE

The luminaire family Riff – which comprises a light engine with 
replaceable shades – has been extended with a new addition in the 
form of a table lamp. 

“There is value and simplicity in being able to offer an entire lumi-
naire family at the project stage. With the family concept, there is 
a model for each room and environment that creates coherent and 
harmonious furnishing”,  says designer Olle Lundberg.





Riff table consists of a series of elegant and timeless luminaires 
with shades in opal glass. Riff table gives a soft and diffuse room 
lighting, the opal glass and LED light source complement each 
other perfectly and create a pleasant and diffuser-free experience.   
Riff table can easily be adapted to customer needs and preferences 
with a choice of different shades. 
  
Slim - a thin shade which makes a statement in the room, Cone - a 
new design in a classic form or why not the soft organic Bowl.  
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CONE





In addistion to the light engine in die-cast metal, the table lamp 
consists of a base and arm in lacquered aluminium. 

LIGHT ENGINE





FACTS

Material  Light engine in die cast metal. Arm and base in  
  machined lacquered aluminium. Accessories  
  (shades) in blown, opal glass.

Installation Textile cord with switch and plug in white or  
  black based on luminaire colour. Length 2.5 m.  
  Accessories assembled via simple bayonette  
  attachment.

Connection Connection cable with plug.

Standard finish White RAL9016 G50 or Black RAL9005 G50.

Light scattering Symmetrical circular light pattern.

Light source Included LED light source AC module.  
  Colour temperature 2700K or 3000K.

Colour rendering CRI > 80. Chromaticity tolerance: 3 SDCM.

Rated lifetime  Min. L70 50 000h.

Design  Olle Lundberg

Other  Light engine/luminaire body and accessories  
  are purchased with separate article numbers  
  and creates in combination the complete  
  luminaire.


